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Abstract 
According to an influential theory, English tenses are anaphoric to an aforemen-
tioned reference point. This point is sometimes construed as a time (e.g. Reichen-
bach 1947, Partee 1973, Stone 1997) and sometimes as an event (e.g. Kamp 1979, 
1981, Webber 1988). Moreover, some researchers draw semantic parallels between 
tenses and pronouns (e.g. Partee 1973, 1984, Stone 1997), whereas others draw 
parallels between tenses and anaphorically anchored (in)definite descriptions (e.g. 
Webber 1988, Moens and Steedman 1988; see also Kamp and Reyle 1993).  
 A competing approach views tenses as purely indefinite temporal descrip-
tions, indexically anchored to the speech time but not anaphoric to prior discourse. 
On this view, tenses introduce new times into discourse. Any relation to aforemen-
tioned times or events is a by-product of independent pragmatic processes that es-
tablish discourse coherence, because coherence relations may imply temporal rela-
tions. For example, causal relations (such as Result or Explanation) imply that the 
cause event precedes the effect. Parallel relations (such as Elaboration or Contrast) 
typically imply temporal overlap or proximity, with no particular temporal order 
(e.g. Lascarides and Asher 1993, Kehler 2002). 
 In this talk, I draw a new parallel, between grammatical tense systems and 
grammatical centering systems for nominal discourse reference. I propose that in 
languages with grammatical tense systems, verbs have temporal arguments for ref-
erence times, in addition to nominal arguments for subjects and objects. Grammat-
ical TENSE markers saturate the reference time argument with a top-level temporal 
anaphor. This refers to an aforementioned time, or the time of an event, that is cur-
rently top-ranked in the center of attention or top-ranked in the background. In 
pronominal argument languages (e.g. Mandarin Chinese, Kalaallisut, Polish), 
grammatical PERSON markers or features saturate the subject and/or object argu-
ment with a top-level nominal anaphor—i.e. a discourse anaphor that refers to an 
individual (e.g. 3SG, 3PL), or participant in an event (e.g. 1SG, 2SG), that is currently  
top-ranked center-stage or top-ranked in the background. 

Outline 
1. Grammatical centering systems   
2. Mandarin in Simple Update with Centering (UC0) 
3. Polish in UC0 with(out) temporal centering 
4. English in UC0 with temporal centering (UC!)  
5. Centering as semantic universal 
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1   GRAMMATICAL CENTERING SYSTEMS  
 

• TENTATIVE UNIVERSALS 

Obs. 1 Centering systems disambiguate anaphora by grammatically tracking the  
current center & background of attention. (cf. focal vs. peripheral vision).   

Obs. 2 Anaphors refer to the top-ranked discourse referent on the relevant tier—  
e.g. top-ranked center-stage (!-dref) or top-ranked in the background ("-dref). 

Obs. 3 Nominal centering distinguishes subcategorized arguments—i.e. subjects,  
objects, and possessors. (Optional adjuncts are not eligible for top rank on any tier) 
 
• MANDARIN CHINESE: main unit of discourse is a topic chain—i.e. chain of clauses 
sharing the same topic (!-dref)—not a sentence (Tsao 1979, Chu 1998, Li 2005).  

(1)   [[i topic-update (np!) , comment1 (!n)]  
  [ii comment2 (!v) , comment3 (!v)]]T-chain 

 i. !"#$%"!!! "#$"%&"'!! (#)*+#,"'! &!!'-"./0!! 12!! 34o!' 
  Xiaoli!  young  pretty  ,  !job   also  good  
  Xiaoli! is young and pretty. She! has a good job, too. 

 ii. 5/&6$"!! 17/!! '8!!!"$"(9"'1*/!&((:2;3<!!=>!! ?#4"'!! @#9A3B"!. 
  although !have CL  boyfriend   ,  but   !NOT  wish  get.married  
  She! has a boyfriend, but !doesn’t wish to get married.   [Li:185] 
 
(2)  [[SI topic-update (np!), comment1 (!n), comment2 (!n), comment3 (np" v!)]  
  [Sii comment4 ("v!), comment5 ("v!), comment6 ("v!), comment7 ("v!)]]T-chain 

 i. )*+%"*,-((./0&!!! @#)%#$"!C)#!! '/<D!! 1$";E!! 12! =>! 34*! &((1"2"!! =>!!?F3/,". 
  that-CL    car!, !price  too  high, !color  also  NOT good ,  Lisi"  NOT like!    
  That car! is too expensive and it!’s an ugly color. Lisi" doesn’t like it!. 

 ii. G/HC#I"! (%>!! :)"J+8! &((3$#!! ! :I#J+8!! ! 1K3/<6! D! 3$#;3<! =>! ?F3/," ,  
  yesterday  "go  look!-PNC ,  even "drive!-PNC  Ma.while ,  still  NOT  "like!  ,  
  L9#! !L4#!. 
  NOT   "buy!  
  Yesterday he" went to take a look at it!. He" even took it! out for a spin,  
  but he" still didn’t like it!. He" didn’t buy it!.     [Li:2]+[fw] 
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• KALAALLISUT: arguments expressed as pronominal affixes (pn); two forms of 3rd  
person pn-arguments: proximate for ! v. obviative for " (e.g. J"#!‘3S!’ v. J, ‘3S"’); 
full np’s interpreted as re-centering updates, setting local context for pn-arguments.  

Context for (3)-(3!): Yesterday the children! had a dog-sled race. 
(3)  M+8J(!! #:#""'/C,J,!! ,@/',,J-3+4"!! "/,"",,6J56J%A  
  Ole-ERG"  [friend-3S"]! win-FCT!-3S!  happy-DEC!-3S 
  Ole"‘s friend! won, so she! (= friend) was happy. 
(3!)  M+8J(!! ! #:#""'/"J,"!!! !,@/',,JLLJ,C! "/,"",,6J56J%A! 
  Ole-ERG!   [friend-3S!]"  win-FCT"-3S"   happy-DEC!-3S 
  Ole!’s friend" won, so she! (= Ole) was happy. 

(4) i. N+,,""#! 3,-67"+7683J(!! ,6%"3J"#!!! ! :#;#L#J#J%,C#'O#J(P,J,!  
  once  man-old-ERG!  [wife-3S!]"  alone-be-with-DEC!"-3S.3S  
  Once an old man! was alone with his! wife",  
  "9,"9JC#:!! (#"#,6J6#,6J;#L,JLLJ,CA!
  [son-3P!+]"  hunt-go-prf-FCT"-3S" 
  because their!+" son" was away on a hunting trip. 
 ii. :3;"J6;/,%! ! #;#;;,,J+#6JLLJ,C     
  walrus-big"  visible-begin-FCT"-3S" 
  When a big walrus" showed up,  
  (#"#,6J"#,6J++/J'/!!! %,#"J"#! ! ,C#6JQ#'#J+#6J(,J,A(
  hunt-intend-ELA!-3S"   kayak-3S! go.down-to-begin-DEC!"-3S.3S   
  (ELA!: elaboration of !) 
  he! headed down to his! kayak to go after it" (lit. !intending to …). 
 iii. R/+#J,C,! ! #"#6C#6J,+/,6J(,J,!
  [wife-3S".ERG]! forbid-in.vain-DEC!"-3S.3S 
  His" wife! tried to stop him",  
  :#;#L#J#JLLJ,C! !!! ,Q,+,J%%/J",J'/A(
  alone-be-FCT"-3S" set.out-tell-not.ELA!-3S" 
  begging! him" not to set out because he" was alone. 
 iv. S#J,C,T+#! ! ! C/;,6J/L,J",J'/!   
  [husband-3S".ERG]!  listen-want-not-not.ELA!-3S" 
  But he! (lit. her" husband!) refused to listen to her" and 
  ,,Q#J6;/,%!! ",+#(J(,J,A(((
  walrus-big" harpoon-DEC!"-3S.3S 
  !harpooned the great walrus". 
 v. R,+#JLLJ,A"#! ! /(,J,"",6J(,J,! ! ! %,@,J,! C/+/6J+/J'/A 
  harpoon-FCT"-3S".3S! turn.on-just-DEC!"-3S.3S kayak-3S"  gore-ELA!-3S" 
  As soon as he" hit it!, it! turned on him", !goring his" kayak" with its tusks  
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2   MANDARIN IN SIMPLE UPDATE WITH CENTERING (UC0)  
 

• SIMPLE UPDATE WITH CENTERING (UC0) 
- Update semantics (Veltman 1996):  
 “You know the meaning of a sentence if you  know the change it brings about in  
 the information state of anyone who accepts the news conveyed by it.”   
- Centering-based anaphora (Bittner 2011; cf. Dekker ’94, Groenendijk et al ’95)   
 (a) update keeps track of current perspective = center-stage + background 
 (b) persp. concepts for top four drefs: ! (ctr), !! (2ry ctr), " (bck), "! (2ry bck)  
 (c) otherwise descriptive anaphora via !# (ctr-stage set) & "# (background set)  

  center-stage  background      
 $$3<&(3=&(>&(3n%&($?<&(?=&(>&(?m%%( ( ( ( !(perspective 
( ( !( !!(( ( ( "( "!( ( ( (  
( ( !"#"$( !"#"$( (  
( ( ( ( ( !#(( ( ( ( "#(( (

• MANDARIN CHINESE: From discourse (2) to UC0  
(5) i. That car! is too expensive and it!’s an ugly color. Lisi" doesn’t like it!. 
  (input)   that-CL car!     ,  !price too high    ,    
        ![x| car$x%, x ""#] ;  [x| price$x, !%, too.high$x%] ;  
  $$ %, $…,!%%  $$!%, $…, !%%      $$!%, $$, …, !%%  

  !color  also  NOT good  ,  Lisi"  NOT  like!    
  [x| color$x, !%, ¬good$x%] ;  [x| x = lisi, ¬like$x, !%] ; 
  $$!%, $", $, …, !%%   $$!%, $☹, ", $, …, !%% 

 ii. (Yesterday) he" went to take a look at it!. He" even took it out for a spin, … 
  "go  look!-PNC  ,  even "drive!-PNC  Ma.while  ,  … 
  [go.look.at$", !%] ; [drive.a.while$", !%]    ; … 
  $$!%, $☹, ", $, …, !%%  $$!%, $☹, ", $, …, !%%  
 
(6) i. @"3A"3!! =#"'!!+8D!! ! ./*C#,"!! U,";3,"'!!@#/!! V,A;3,*A  [Li:89] 
 Jiajia!  sick  SFP,   yesterday  night    then  !run.a.fever 
 Jiajia! is sick. She! ran a fever last night. 
 ii. 1"2"!! .3#W,*!!73+BC(4343!! 38"!! L,"'D!!L8#!! ',"!! ',*;/!!C,D  
  Lisi!  know  3S!!-'s mom"  very  busy,  NOT  !dare  tell  3S" , 
( ( W,#!! C,!!! %/!! :,"J+8!! A"D/C,D!!W,J+8!! .38"A!
  !take  3S!!  go  see-PNC  ER",  "do-PNC  injection 
  Lisi! knew her!! mom" was busy, so he! didn't want to tell her". He! just  
  took her!! to the ER" (lit. to see ER") and they" gave her!! an injection. 
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3  POLISH IN UC0 WITH(OUT) TEMPORAL CENTERING 
 
•  POLISH SUBJECT INFLECTIONS AS NOMINAL CENTERING   

(7)    i. Basia! is young and pretty. 
     X,;#,!! @8;C!! LY*W,!! #!! Y,W",A!
! ! ! ! Basia\SF!  be\I.PRS.3SG!  young\SF  and  pretty\SF 
  (start-up)  ![x| x = basia];  [young$!%, pretty$!%] 
  $$%, $%%  $$#%, $%%   

 ii. She! has a boyfriend" but …  
  Z,!!! ! ! [3Y*([,!!!!! ,+8!…!
! ! have\I.PRS.3SG!  boyfriend.ACC"  but … 
  [x| have.as.boyfriend$!, x%] 
  $$#%, $!%%  

 iii. … she! doesn’t want to start a family yet. 
  @8;.[.8!! "#8T[3[8!! .,:+,W,J\!! 6*W.#"1!
! ! yet  not=want\I.PRS.3SG!  form\I-INF  family.GEN  
  [¬want.start.family$!%] 
  $$#%, $!%%  

 iii". … he"! doesn’t want to start a family yet. 
  *"!! ! @8;.[.8!!"#8T[3[8!!! .,:+,W,J\!!6*W.#"1  
! ! he"!  yet   not=want\I.PRS.3SG!  form\I-INF  family.GEN  
  ![x| x = "];  [¬want.start.family$!%] 
  $$!,#%, $!%%  
 
• UC0 WITH TEMPORAL CENTERING (UC!, see Bittner 2011) 
- Discourse referent types   
 type a: ! (individuals), " (times), # (events), $ (states) 
 var. ua: x    t  e  s 

- Perspectives & type-relative anaphors   
  center-stage  background      
  e.g. $$E<&(( 7<&(( CF%&($2=&(( 2<&(( C<%%( ( ( ( !(perspective 
( ( !!( !"( !#( "$(("!$( "#( ( ( ( type-relative anaphors 

- Operations on eventualities (see also Sec. 4, Fig. 3)  
 time-of "(·), central-individual-of &(·), … 

- CF!Start-up info-state (due to speech act CF) 
 stCF((GH(({$$CF%, $%%}    cf. ‘commonplace effect’, Stalnaker 1978 
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•  POLISH TENSE INFLECTIONS AS TEMPORAL CENTERING   

(stCF) (CF+start-up) 
 $$CF%, $%%  

(8) I am hungry. 
 ]8;C8L!! ! ! ! 'Y*W"1A!
! be\I.PRS.1SG   hungry\SM 
! [s| "!# ' "s, &s = &!#]; [hungry$"$, &"$%] 
 $$CF%&($2<%%(

Model for (8) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! real time  
Discourse ref. Symbol: Description   Temporal condition Source 
 #  !CF: &CF speaks up       CF 

IIIIII  2<: &CF (= &2<) is hungry   #CF(( #2<    \I!.PRS! 

 
(9) i. There was once an old king. 
  X1JY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!̂ !
! ! be\I-PST.3SM    
! ! ![x t| t < "!#, x $ &!#];  [s e| "e ' !" ' "s, &s = !!];  
  $$"&(7<&(CF%&($%%(( $$"&(7<&(CF%&($2<&(C<%%(

  ;*=#8! ! ! :#8W1_!! ! ;C,61!!:6H+A!
! ! self.DAT   once    old  king\SM  
  [alive$!!, !"%]; [!" <long "!#];  [old.king$!!, !"%] 

 ii. He was very rich. 
  X1JY!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! =,6W.*!!=*',C1A!
! ! be\I-PST.3SM        very  rich\SM   
! ! [!" < "!#, !! $ &!#]; [s| ""# '!" ' "s, &s = !!]; [v.rich$"$, &"$%]  
     ( $$"&(7<&(CF%&($2=&(2<&(C<%%( (

Model for (9) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! real time  
Discourse ref. Symbol: Description    Temporal condition Source 
    # !CF: &CF speaks up ( ( (     CF(
 %%%   !7<: long before #CF    7<(<+*"' #CF   PST!

!…adv  
( ( #   C<G viewpoint      (   \I" 

IIIIII  2<: " is an old king     #C<(((7<(((#2<   \I" 

( IIII  2=: " is very rich      #C<(((7<(((#2=   \I" 
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4   ENGLISH IN UC0 WITH TEMPORAL CENTERING (UC!)  
 
Figure 1.  Moens & Steedman 1988 aspectual algebra: $D# ) D$, !, ", …%  
INPUT  OPERATION OUTPUT        GRAPHIC  
point e                       #  
point e  !e  =  s  consequent state s            –––––  
point e  "e  =  e% preparatory process e%     ####  

(10) i. `+!"#$%!(PST!
! goe) #"C*!,!V+*6#;C!;3*('(( ( #C< ( !7<&(!7<(< #!CF( (

( ii.( a8!&'()*%!JPST!"
" buye) ;*L8!6*;8;'((( #C=(((!7=(((#!C<&(!7=(< #!CF(( (

( ii".(a8!+,+"bC!&(-!JPST!"
" buye) ,"1C3#"''(( K*7=&(C=G(#C=(((7=(((#!C<(L(>(( (

(11) i. `+!"#$%!(PST!
! goe) #"C*!,!V+*6#;C!;3*(A!! ! ! ! #C< ( !7<&(!7<(< #!CF!   

 ii. a8!./'0,1#+!(PST!"
" promisee) 3#;!U#V8! #C=(((7=(((#"C<&(7=(< #!CF 

  C*!=/1!;*L8!V+*U86;A! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  

! iii.(a8!.,23#+!'(%!JPST!"! pick.oute) ;L!6*;8;A! #CM(((!7<(((#!C=&!7<(< #!CF((
 
Figure 2.  Bach 1986 event algebra: $D# ) D#, ', #, $, …%  
INPUT  OPERATION OUTPUT    GRAPHIC  
process e%  #e%  =  s% state-equivalent s%        –––––  
process e%  $e%((=  e& point-equivalent e&        ####  

(12) a. `+!,1s!{U*6:,$)"
e!| +8,Q,$)"

e}! ! ! ! {2 '#
#C | 2 '#

#"C} 
 b. `+!(/C!1'0#y!{"/C;x | *#+y} #"!C38!;,+,WA! ! {N '$–

#E | N '$– N%} 

(13) a. `+!W#W!4!&,%e%(*V!OU*6:Jc"
8P(Q+8,Q,$)"

eRA! ! ! C% = $C((  
 b. `+!,C8!4!.'/%,'$x%(*V!O"/C;xP(Q,!"/CxR(    E% = $E(
 
Figure 3.  UC" aspectual algebra: $D# ) D$, ', !, ", #, $, %, &, …% 
INPUT  OPERATION OUTPUT        GRAPHIC  
point e                       #  
point e  !e  =  s  consequent state s            –––––  
point e  "e  =  e% preparatory process e%      ####  
process e%  #e%  =  s% state-equivalent s%        –––––  
process e%  $e%((=  e& point-equivalent e&        ####  
state s% %s%  =  e%& start-point e%&        #   
state s% &s% =  e culmination-point e       #  

(14) i. `+!.54-#+![38;; (PST!
! play.chesse) C*W,1A!   #C<(((!7<&(> 

 ii. a8!1%4/%#+!(PST!"
! start"

e) (**6+1!=/C!! #C=(((!7=(((##C<&(>&(C=(H(%#C< 
  #"!!%*#!#$+" !

 38!"'$ (PST!! win"" 
e).(( (#C!=(((!7!=(((#&#C<&(>&(C!=(H(&#C<(
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•  TOWARD UC! WITH MODAL CENTERING (UC)    

 (15) i. `+!"#$%!(PST!
! goe) #"C*!,!V+*6#;C!;3*(A!! ! ! ! ! ! !   

 ii. a8!./'0,1#+!(PST!"
" promisee) 3#;!U#V8!  

  C*!&(-!(INF" buye) ;*L8!V+*U86;A! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  

! iii.(a8!.,23#+!'(%!JPST!"! pick.oute) ;*L8!6*;8;A!  

Model for (15) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! real time  
Discourse ref. Symbol: Description    Temporal condition Source 
!SF("(!5$F(((5F  (CF+speech modality)       CF(
    # !CF: &CF speaks up         CF 
  %%   !7<: CF-past      7<(< #CF     PST!

!  
  #   C<: Al ! enters florist shop $  #C<(((7<    ve 

 %    7=: CF-past with C<+anchor    7=(< #CF&(7=(((#"C<(( PST!"
"

 (
 IIIII  2=: state initiated by C!=-promise #%2=(((7=   (6*L#;8e 
 #    C!=: ! promises &2= to wife &  C!=(H(%2=   (6*L#;8e

 

  %%   !7<: CF-past with C!= anchor    7<(< #CF&(7<(((#!C!=   PST!"!  
  #   CM: ! picks out roses #    #CM(((7<(   ve 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
S=("(T$4(&2=  (%2=+promise kept)         INF" 
    #  C=G(! buys flowers    C=(H(J&2=US=(( ( INF"  
 

5  CENTERING AS SEMANTIC UNIVERSAL 
 
Figure 4.  Centering TAMP-universals [Bittner 2011] 
(T)  Grammatical tense (TNS) fills, or pushes down, the verb’s ref. time argument 
  with a dref anchored to a top-ranked time and/or event (!", "", !#, "#). 
(A)  Grammatical aspect (ASP) fills, or pushes down, the verb’s eventuality arg. 
  with a dref anchored to a top-ranked state and/or event (!$, "$, !#, "#). 
(M) Grammatical mood (MOOD) fills, or pushes down, the verb’s world argument  
  with a dref anchored to a top-ranked world and/or event. (!', "', !#, "#). 
(P)  Grammatical person (PRN) fills the verb’s subject or object argument with a  
  dref anchored to a top-ranked individual and/or event (!!, "!, !#, "#). 

Based on a language sample consisting of English (T-prominent), Polish (TAP-
prominent), Mandarin Chinese (AP-prominent), and Kalaallisut (MP-prominent), I 
conjecture that every language has at least one prominent TAMP-feature, most lan-
guages have more than one, and no TAMP feature is universally prominent. 
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